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GEOLOGICAL
mapping of the Czech Republic
The ﬁrst geological maps of the territory of today’s Czech
Republic originated in the times of the Habsburg monarchy
(since 1867 called the Austro-Hungarian Empire),
to which the Czech lands had belonged since 1526.
The basic geological research and the geological mapping
of Czechoslovakia were the main tasks of the Imperial and
Royal Geological Institute of Vienna (founded in 1849).
As its successor, the State Geological Survey
of the Czechoslovak Republic was established in 1919 aer
Czechoslovakia gained its independence. Today it is known
as the Czech Geological Survey (CGS) and it is a state

research institute supervised by the Ministry of Environment
of the Czech Republic.
CGS administers the state geological service – collecting,
assessment and dissemination of the data on the geological
composition, mineral resources and natural risks of the
Czech Republic, and providing geoscience information
and support to the authorities for the political,
economical and environmental decision-making. It is
the only institution that has as its main task a continuous
geological research and mapping of the Czech Republic
and the production of basic geological, applied,

and thematic maps. Another important part of the CGS is its
role as an educational and information center and a place for
archiving and documenting of the geoscience information
and providing it to the public.
A geological map is always a result of the geologist’s
observations and their subjective interpretation of the available
data. Therefore, also the information contained in the historical
geoscientiﬁc maps can be of a great contribution to them or
to other users as well. In the CGS we try to include these raster
historical maps in the National Geologic Map Database so that
they can be used eﬀectively via geographic information systems.

Geognostische Charte von Böhmen/
Geognostic map of Bohemia

1819

Cross-sections of Bohemia, also marked on the main map
Author: FR ANZ X AVER R IEPL
approximate scale: 1 : 576,000
sheet size: 610 × 516 mm, printed in Vienna
• the ﬁrst geological map of Bohemia at an overview scale
approximately of 1 : 500,000
• describes 13 rock types
• includes a graphic appendix with 4 cross-sections of Bohemia
• black and white print, coloured by hand

F. X. RIEPL – studied metallurgy and mining at the Mining and Forestry Academy
in Banska Štiavnica, Slovak Republic

Geologische Übersichts-Karte der ÖsterreichischUngarischen Monarchie / General geological map
of the Austro-Hungarian Empire

1867–1871

Author: FR ANZ R ITTER VON H AUER
scale: 1 : 576,000, set of 12 map sheets of size 617 × 591 mm,
printed in Vienna
• a result of the ﬁrst systematic geological mapping of the
territory of Austro-Hungarian Empire at a scale of 1 : 144,000
• the area of today’s Czech Republic captured on sheets 1, 2, 3
• lithography, coloured print

Geologisch-montanistische Karte des Königreiches
Böhmen / Geological and mine map of the
Kingdom of Bohemia

1886

Author: ANTON LEO HICKMANN
scale: 1 : 600,000
sheet size: 587 × 484 mm, printed in Prague
• displays the geological structure and also the mineral deposits of the
Czech Republic
• published as a graphic supplement of Hickmann’s book „Graphische
Statistik von Böhmen“ (A graphic statistics of Bohemia)
• lithography, coloured print

1907

FRANZ RITTER VON HAUER – a notable austrian geologist and paleontologist, the
second director of the Imperial and Royal Geological Institute of Vienna

ANTON LEO HICKMANN
– Geographer, statistician and
professor at the business school in
Liberec, Czech Republic. He is
also author of other maps from the
territory of the Czech Republic
Forstkarte von Böhmen / Map of
the forests in Bohemia (Prague,
1862) and Geologische Karte
von Böhmen / Geological map of
Bohemia (Prague, 1862)

Geologická mapa zemí Koruny české/
Geological map of the Crown Lands of Bohemia
Authors: KAREL ABSOLON, ZDENĚK JAROŠ
scale: 1 : 300,000, set of 2 map sheets
size: 934 × 838 mm, printed in Prague
• displays the area of Bohemia, Moravia and Silesia
• explanatory notes „Outline of the geology of the Crown Lands
of Bohemia“ written by prof. R. Kettner, issued by the Scientiﬁc
Society in Prague in 1913
• coloured print
KAREL ABSOLON – studied zoology, became a notable moravian geographer,
geomorphologist, cave explorer, archaeologist, and professor
Z. JAROŠ – geologist, paleontologist, and professor

1954

Geologická mapa Československé republiky/
Geological map of Czechoslovakia
Author: OTA HYNIE
scale: 1 : 500,000, set of 2 map sheets
sizes: 986 × 940 mm and 900 × 940 mm, printed in Prague
• the ﬁrst general map of the geological composition not only
of Bohemia and Moravia, but also of the territory of today’s
Slovak Republic
• oﬀset printing
OTA HYNIE – hydrogeologist and mining engineer, founder of the Department of
hydrology and engineering geology at the Faculty of Science of Charles University in
Prague

Geologická mapa ČSSR – Východ, Západ / Geological
map of the Czechoslovak Socialistic Republic – East, West

1967

Authors: OTO FUSÁN, ODOLEN KODYM, A LOIS M ATĚJKA ET AL.
scale: 1 : 500,000, set of 2 map sheets
size: 870 × 950 mm
• a result of the so-called third general geological mapping of the
territory of Czechoslovakia at a scale of 1 : 200,000
• published both in Czech and in English
• oﬀset printing
• in 1998 published in a simpliﬁed form on a CD as a part of the Atlas
of the Czech Republic

2007

OTO FUSÁN
– specialist in
slovakian vulcanites
and tectonics, editor
of the part of Inner
Carpathians and the
Alps on this map

ODOLEN KODYM
– mineralogist,
geologist, university
professor, editor of
the geology of the
Bohemian Massif on
this map

Geologická mapa České republiky/
Geological map of the Czech Republic
Authors: JAN CHÁB, ZDENĚK STRÁNÍK, MOJMÍR ELIÁŠ (†)
scale: 1 : 500,000
sheet size: 945 × 1491 mm, printed in Prague
•
results of the observations assembled during the geological
mapping of the Czech Republic at a scale of 1 : 50,000
high
quality data
•
covers the Czech Republic with an overlap to the neighbouring
states’ area
•
digital processing: processed completely in ArcGIS 9.1 –
topographic base, geoscientiﬁc data, cartographic symbology of
lines, areas and points based on their geodatabase attributes
•
map layout: assembled in Adobe Illustrator – vector and raster
map and map layout elements (tectonostratigraphic scheme,
gravimetric map, legend, explanatory text, logo, ...)
•
will be integrated in a regional geographic information system and
used via the technology of ArcIMS and ArcGIS Server
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ALOIS MATĚJKA
– geologist, director of
the State Geological
Survey in Prague in
years 1941-45, editor
of the eastern part
of Slovakia (Outter
Carpathians) on
this map

